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DJWally Lite
DESCRIPTION
The DJ Wally Lite display head by Tech Lighting is clean and
simple featuring an adjustable arm length and obtuse angled
head. This practical and incredibly functional display head
make the DJ Wally Lite an ideal solution for illuminating art,
photos or even task lighting. This highly functional display head
is extendable from 9â€25â€ and features a gently curved neck
allowing for a full spread of light. Complementary accessories
include colorful glass shields, barn doors and Louver Lens
holders all of which further enhance the performance and
aesthetic of this display head.The DJ Wally Lite is available in a
sleek Chrome finish and accommodates a fully dimmable 12
volt MR16 lamp (sold separately). For a list of compatible
dimmers please refer to dimming chart for more information.
Pivots at head to direct beam. 12 volt, MR16 lamp of up to 75
watts (not included). Chrome finish. See accessory for
maximum wattage usage.
INSTALLATION
Install a DisplayJack canopy or connector ports (sold
separately) and push the DJWally Lite's arms into the canopy
or ports. After the show, pull out DJWally Lite. The canopy or
ports stay in place for next time with no need for an electrician.
ACCESSORIES & OPTICAL CONTROLS
Backlight Shield, Barndoors, Cone Glass Shield, Lil Wok
Shade, Round Glass Shield, Snap Louver Lens Holder
WEIGHT
0.1lb / 0.05kg ±
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